
Creativity in Motion



Introduction

• Access prior knowledge with videos and books

• Discuss range of robot jobs & abilities

• Determine how students feel about

Robots, ex. trust vs distrust



I, Robot

• Discuss robot and humans’ ability (or lack of 
ability) to read each other

• Begin to explore history of robots & where the 
word itself began



Where it all began

Discover Ancient 
Egyptian and Greek 

styles of ‘robots’



Android Dreams

• Learn about fictional robots 

• Students try to think of ones they 
know



Talos

• Learn the myth of Talos, the first robot in 
history

• Students write & illustrate

their own myths. 



Talos’ Island

Finish up with a fun 
game of Talos’ tag to 

reinforce the concepts 
learned in the myth. 



Whim-agination

Students are 
inspired to come up 
with a solution to a 
problem. 

A robotic solution. 

Then illustrate it 
through paint, 
name it, and 
explain how it 
solves the problem. 



Mr. Robot? Oh!

• Explore just what makes a robot a robot.

• Determine how many robots students think 
they deal with daily 

• Discuss whether they agree with the Sense, 
Think, Act theory



Robot, Or Not?

• Go on a fun scavenger hunt (and follow the 
flow-chart) to determine just how many 
robots are around! 

• Track data and see if everyone agrees whether 
something is a robot…or not.



Assemble!: Robot Problem 

Solvers

Student teams race to 
create their own robots 
out of parts in this fun 
‘hangman’ style math 
skills practice game. 



Chain Reaction: Rube Goldberg 
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• Learn about who 
Rube Goldberg was

• Explore his 
cartoons and ideas



Six Machines to Do It All, Six 

Machines to Bind Them

Explore the six 
simple machines, 
how they work, 

and make sample 
models of them.

Sample

video 

https://youtu.be/fvOmaf2GfCY
https://youtu.be/fvOmaf2GfCY
https://youtu.be/fvOmaf2GfCY


Understanding the Lever and& 

Load



Understanding the LEver

For the 
experiment 
hands may not 
be used to move 
the ball. Nothing 
may be used to 
secure the ball 
to the lever.  

This 
configuration 
shows what is 
needed for 
students to 
explore the best 
lever design. 



Understanding the LEver

For the 
experiment 
hands may not 
be used to move 
the ball. Nothing 
may be used to 
secure the ball 
to the lever.  

Students need 
to determine 
how to use the 
lever to get the 
ball where they 
need it. 



Pulley

Picking up the 
milk jug. Which 
way is easier?



Pulley

Can you make a 
pulley?



Pulley Challenge

Good video 

Understanding 
pulleys

https://youtu.be/ebwdFQB-5Fg


Pulley Challenge

Modify your 
challenge

https://youtu.be/N5eYyCdbUzE


Pulley Challenge
Cups, marbles, pulley tools, 
thread spools, paper clips, 

skewers, tape, string

How to make a simple 
pulley?

https://youtu.be/rc0cpp3i8GA


Pulley Challenge
Cups, marbles, pulley tools, 
thread spools, paper clips, 

skewers, tape, string

Who can lift the most 
marbles?

https://youtu.be/Xhiil3MAQIY


Wheel and Axle

Wheel and

axles- expanded



Wheel and Axle Group 

Challenge

Everyone gets the 
same materials 

and the challenge 
begins-

Who can move the 
tennis ball the 

greatest distance.



Wheel and Axle

Wheel and

axles- expanded

https://www.instructables.com/id/Mousetrap-Car-1/?utm_content=buffer68a74&utm_medium=social&utm_source=pinterest.com&utm_campaign=buffer


Students Brainstorm how 

simple machines are used in 

Robots



Chain Reaction: Rube Goldberg 
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• Learn about who 
Rube Goldberg was

• Explore his 
cartoons and ideas



That’s So Rube of You!

• Now that we know about simple machines, 
let’s combine a few into something new, a 
complex machine (several simple machines 
working together)! 

• Get inspiration from videos and Rube 
Goldberg’s illustrations



That’s So Rube of You!

And then students work (individually or in 
teams) to follow the engineering design process 
create their own Rube Goldberg style machine 

to solve a specified problem. 



Chain Reaction: Rube Goldberg 

Project—Creativity in Motion

https://youtu.be/r7j7l39ZAsU


Chain Reaction: Helpful videos

Over 1000 used!
How to do the weave

https://youtu.be/Sssx4CaGhi4
https://youtu.be/hzrwG0dNhDE


That’s So Rube of You!

And then students work (individually or in 
teams) to follow the engineering design process 
create their own Rube Goldberg style machine 

to solve a specified problem. 

Students make mashed potatoes 
through a very complicated 
machine!

https://youtu.be/vOVvgg-iD7c


That’s So Rube of You!

And then students work (individually or in 
teams) to follow the engineering design process 
create their own Rube Goldberg style machine 

to solve a specified problem. 

Students using simple machines 
for the rube Goldberg machine

https://youtu.be/_vaZOlWIRwQ


That’s So Rube of You!

And then students work (individually or in 
teams) to follow the engineering design process 
create their own Rube Goldberg style machine 

to solve a specified problem. 

In this video the World’s Greatest 
Rube Goldberg Machine lights up 
a Christmas tree

https://youtu.be/RBOqfLVCDv8


Rube Goldberg Toys



Between the Greeks and the 

Geeks: Automatons 

• Explore the evolution of robots from ancient 
Greek inventions to automatons in the Middle 
Ages. 
Watch Pipe Dreams: a modern form of 
‘automaton.’ [Voted one of the 50 best 
3D animation projects ever. Most of the 
other winners were big-budget movies 
(The Matrix, Toy Story, Star Wars) and a 
few video/computer games (Doom, 
Tomb Raider, Myst).] 
And see how it was made into a real 
world version by intel. 



Keeps on Ticking

Explore the 
history of 

automatons. 



The Illusion of Life

Discuss and discover 
how real life 
automatons inspired 
fictional stories and 
movies, and fictional 
stories and movies 
inspired change in the 
real world. 

Charles F. Penniman, a retired museum employee, gently tended to the automaton.



Cardboard Automata

• Automata, or kinetic sculpture, is quite simply 
art and science that moves.

• Students use the engineering design process 
and a new understanding of cams to design 
and create their own automatons. 



Automatons 

The oldest working automaton known 
today is the rooster atop the cathedral 
clock tower in Strasbourg,
France. Built in 1352, the rooster flaps 
its wings, thrusts out its tongue
and crows. Like the Strasbourg rooster, 
glockenspiels, German for
“players of the bells”, are run by the 
clockwork and move atop clock
towers, chiming the hours. 
Glockenspiels can be quite elaborate 
and are often life‐sized figures moving 
to the clock chimes in a choreographed 
dance.



Automatons 

https://youtu.be/mm3pCoe3P6w


Automatons 



Karakuri

• https://www.yo
utube.com/wat
ch?v=bYd04Zdx
-ls

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYd04Zdx-ls


Paperoids

https://youtu.be/155o6mqgkV4


Piperoid- stop motion



Our favorite stop motion app



Penguin Bomb

https://youtu.be/I6x1DBd2F4c

https://youtu.be/I6x1DBd2F4c


Kamikara Paper Toys by Haruki Nakamura

• https://youtu.be/M2IWTEx0bmI

https://mymodernmet.c
om/karakuri-animal-
puppets-haruki-
nakamura/

https://youtu.be/M2IWTEx0bmI


Automatons 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUl4PJ-Ca2o


Evolution

• Cats in shark costumes 
riding robots?! Exactly

• Discuss just how far robots 
have come and how far 
they’ve spread…from 
cleaning your carpet to 
hanging on walls, and that 
dress in your closet that’s 
just down the hall…



Artists in the Shaking

Then it’s time to get to 
making an artsy little 
robot that’s all about 
the shaking.



Skitter Skatter Art

And with 
remaining 

time a little 
art would be 
sublime! And 
if it’s scatter 

brained…well, 
the artbot
can’t be 
blamed!



Robot Skin

While robots have 
moved up, they’ve 
run into a valley, 
where they aren’t 
quite real enough 
(you don’t want to 
see that in an alley!) 
So it’s time to figure 
out just what’s up 
with robot skin and 
Albert Einstein is 
always a great place 
to begin.



Rubbery Frubbery Robot Skin

• What’s tough but soft, 
sensitive but strong? 

• Able to withstand the 
hardest of knocks, but 
also able to sense the 
faintest of touches?

• Why, robot skin of 
course!

• And now it’s time to 
make our own. Some 
silver skin that’s all home 
grown. 





Introduction

• Learn about simple tools that can be used to 
have robotic type capabilities 

• Such as

• Walking

• Gripping

• Move



Introduction



Introduction

https://youtu.be/3OjhoVuAQkQ


Walk Like a human



Walk Like a human Cornell U

https://youtu.be/_2pAMe_5VeY


Walk Like a human another 

sample

https://youtu.be/rhu2xNIpgDE


Walk Like a human another 

sample

https://youtu.be/naxxTj0uH4M


Walk Like a human real life use

https://youtu.be/nCc7rkvs5qk


Walk Like a human Design



Animari: A New Form of Life?

• And to finish it up, we look where we 
going…which really we have no way of knowing, 
but it’s fun to discover and ponder and see if we 
can guess what’s going to be…

• And one of the guys who thinks he might know is 
a man named Theo, who makes herds that grow.

• A man who takes ‘nature’ and makes something 
new.

• And here is the question, can you do it too?





Kinetic Creatures

• Others have followed Theo, they think he’s 
inspired, and built themselves creatures, of 
paper and wire. 

• Then put them in motion like those that 
wander the edge of the ocean. 



Soft Robots

https://youtu.be/83PCCR0LKP0


Soft Robots

https://youtu.be/A7AFsk40NGE


Soft Robots

https://youtu.be/oRjFFgAZQnk


Actuators



Gamibots

https://howtoons.com/products/gami-bot


Gamibots





Nanotechnology



Nanotechnology



Nanotechnology



OZOBOT



OZOBOT

https://youtu.be/KX1wuSiwViA


OZOBOT dropping the pins

https://youtu.be/rqnB3Xq3Quk
https://youtu.be/rqnB3Xq3Quk


OZOBOT

https://ozobot.com/play/color-codes


Cardio Kid



OZOBOT



OZOBOT



LED throwies are 
cheery glow‐dots 
(a.k.a. magnetic, 
closed
circuits that stay lit 
for weeks!) 
students can make 
in seconds
from simple 
components and 
they stick to any 
ferro‐magnetic
surface.





Robot, Or Not?



Robot, Or Not?



Passive Dynamic Mini-Walker

• We’ll take the laws of Newton and give them a 
twist and hope that gravity will give an 
assist…and now that’s enough of us talking. 

• It’s time for some robots to get started 
walking. 



That about Sums it up!


